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Android 11 messages bubbles not working

Most of the improvements to Android 11 are under the hood, but rearranging notifications and chat bubbles will definitely be fan favorites. Chat Bubbles allows you to overlay fb messenger-like mobile chat bubbles for messaging apps. This is a system-wide feature, and all that's left is for developers to fix it in their third-party apps.
However, some user reports claim that Android 11 Chat Bubbles doesn't work for them. If you are among them, be sure to check for possible solutions below. We hope that the steps we have listed for you will help you deal with this issue in a short time. Table of Contents:How to use bubble chat on Android 11? Having a reliable VPN
service will be an absolute must in 2021. Our best choice is NordVPN because it offers superb security with its huge amount of server locations you can choose from and it's also the best VPN to unlock streaming services like Netflix.This holiday season is the best time of year to invest in your new VPN service because NordVPN offers a
fantastic deal: you get a 68% discount + 3 months FOR FREE! But you have to hurry because the offer is limited! Get NordVPN with a 68% discount + 3 months FREE NOW1. Make sure bubbles are enabled First, not all messaging apps support chat bubbles at the moment. At the moment, in addition to Facebook Messenger and Google
Messages, only Telegram functionally supports Chat Bubbles. WhatsApp should also support them, however, it doesn't work for some reason. The next thing you should do is make sure that the bubbles are enabled in the system settings. Here's how to enable Bubbles:Open Settings.Choose Apps &amp; notifications. Select
Notifications.Choose Bubbles. Toggle in the Allow apps to display bubbles option.2. Enable chat bubbles for a particular appThe next thing to do is to make sure that the Chat Bubbles feature is enabled for the particular app that supports the feature. Supported apps probably won't have enabled it by default, so it's worth checking out
Settings.Follow these steps to enable Chat Bubbles by apps:Open Settings &gt; Apps &amp; notifications. Tap All apps. Search for the app that doesn't work with Bubbles.Open the app from the list and select Notifications.Tap Bubbles.Choose All Conversations Can Bubbles.3. Clear the cache and app data If the chat bubbles still don't
work for you, even though you've reviewed the first two steps, we encourage you to clear the app's cache and data. Local data is likely to be corrupted after upgrading to Android 11, so it is recommended to try this step. Follow these instructions to clear the cache and data from the affected app:Go to Settings &gt; Apps &amp; &gt; all
apps. Locate the app that continues to trouble you with Chat Bubbles.Open Storage.Clear Cache and Data and access the app again if needed.4. Update the appFinally, if none of the previous steps worked for you, be sure to update the app. Alternatively, you can subscribe to the Beta program to run the feature as soon as possible (e.g.
WhatsApp) or or the latest APK of a Beta version from the APKMirror. Just browse the Play Store and, from there, search for the app that refuses to work with Chat Bubbles on Android 11. Make sure it's up to date and scroll down to sign up for the Beta program. Once completely updated, test it to see if bubble chats work or not. And, on
that note, we can call it a wrapper. Thank you for reading and don't forget to share your thoughts with us in the comments section below. We can't wait to hear it. SearchClearlyCloseClose LookagainGleApproxComity CenterCommunityTroubleshootPixel Phone This tutorial explains how to fix chat bubbles not working on your Android 11
device. Android's latest iteration has bought into a plethora of new delicacies. The new permission set once, native screen recorder, revamped power menu, dark mode scheduling are just some of the noteworthy ones. However, it is the Chat Bubbles feature that has managed to stay in the spotlight. For the unaware, if you use this
feature, the conversation from a particular sender will turn into a chat bubble. This acts as an overlay and could be placed on top of any app. To start the conversation, you just need to tap that bubble that will take it to its expanded state. If this rings a bell or two, then it's the same feature that Facebook Messenger has had for centuries.
However, not everything seems to be going well with this feature, with many users reporting issues with this feature. If you are also on the same page, here are the steps to fix the bubbles chat issue that is not working on your Android 11 device. There are a number of complaints related to this issue in various online forums including
Reddit and Google support. Speaking of the latter, the problem has already been evoted by over 1800 users and has been classified as a trending issue. Fortunately there are some pretty stylish workarounds that are known to fix this issue. We have shared all the plausible methods that should help you fix android 11 chat bubbles problem
not working. Fix 1: App Compatibility Checker This feature has not been adopted by all app developers. So, until they plan to integrate this API into their apps, you wouldn't be able to make any changes on your part to make it work. Fortunately, the developers are really quick about it. We have already seen popular apps like WhatsApp
and Telegram use this feature and other suites below. Additionally, some developers may add this feature in the beta build before releasing it to a wider audience. Then you can download the beta version of the app and see if it works for you or However, if the feature has already been added and you are still facing bubble chats that don't
work issue on your Android 11 device, here are some other changes to try. Fix 2: Restart your device In general, you can handle most Android issues with a simple restart. So before we go to the at advanced fixes, restart the device once and see if the problem is fixed. If your answer is in a negative tone, then don't worry, there are a few
other methods that deserve a try. Fix 3: Enable the bubble notifications feature well, it goes in the obvious direction that you need to enable this feature in the first place. Here's how you can check the same: go to the settings on your Android device. Then go to Apps and notifications &gt; notifications. Go to Bubbles and enable the Allow
apps to show bubbles option. Now check if the bubbles chat issue is not working on your Android 11 device has been fixed or not. Chat Bubbles sees some customization options. One of them is the ability to keep it enabled only for selected conversations. Similarly, you might as well keep it disabled for a particular app altogether. In that
case, we recommend that you re-enable none of these features. Then go to the Settings page on your device. Then go to apps and notifications. Tap View All Apps and select the app that is facing the problem. Go to the Notifications &gt; Bubbles section. Finally, make sure you've selected the All Conversations Can Bubbles option. Do
this and see if you have been able to fix the chat bubbles issue that is not working on your Android 11 device. Fix 5: Switch to the default inventory launcher In some cases, a custom launcher may conflict with this feature, so the feature may not get the right environment to work in. Therefore, you should switch from the third-party launcher
to the default launcher that your device had out of the box. That's why you go to Settings on your Android device. Then go to Apps and Notifications and select Default Apps. In the Home app, select the default launcher. Once done, restart the device and check if the bubbles chat issue not working on Android 11 is now fixed or not. Fix 6:
Delete app cache and data If your app data has been corrupted or a lot of temporary data has been accumulated over time, it may lead to some issues. Therefore, it is recommended to clear the data and cache of the affected app. Here's what needs to be done for the same: go to the settings on your device. Then go to Apps and
Notifications and tap App Information. Select the affected app from the list and tap Storage and Cache. Finally, tap Clear Storage (or Clear Data on Some Devices). Once done, restart the device and see if it fixes the chat bubbles issue that doesn't work on your Android 11 device. Correction 7: Recovery device If none of the above
methods have been able to provide desirable results, you take the nuclear route to restore the device. The whole process will take time and also set up your device from scratch. So, if you are one of those users who want chat bubbles at any cost, just proceed with this method. First of all, perform a full backup of the device. After that go to
Settings followed by System. Switch to reset reset options reset Tap Clear All Data (Factory Reset). Tap the Clear All Data button at the bottom and press Confirm. If desired, you can disable the Clear Internal Storage switch. Once the recovery is complete, set up the device and now the problem should be fixed. With this, we conclude the
guide on how to fix the problem of chat bubbles not working on Android 11. We shared seven different fixes for the same, let us know in the comments which one managed to explain the success in your case. Completing, here are some iPhone tips and tricks, PC tips and tricks, and Android tips and tricks that you should check out. Well.
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